Abstract

Copy-move forgery is being used at various fields to hide significant information or to append additional information in image. Image forgery results in false interpretations. In this forgery, one section of image is copied and then it is pasted over the same image at different location. Although, various techniques are suggested by researchers but finding forged section of varying size and located at different locations on image is complicated. To resolve such problems we introduce a new hybrid approach for finding copy-move forgery based on Discrete Wavelet Transform with Local Binary Pattern. At First, image is moldered into three color components. Discrete Wavelet Transform is applied over the image which results in four sub bands. Approximation sub image contains low frequency components having maximum information. LL subimage is divided in overlapping blocks. Local Binary Pattern is calculated for blocks to generate descriptors to match similar blocks. Shift vectors are computed to find group of block pairs with similar shifting. It is observed by our experimental results that proposed method can efficiently detect manipulated images having different forgery size with high detection accuracy and low false positive rate as comparison to other state-of-the-art.
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